• **Goal:** Sustainable energy for all by 2030:
  • Ensuring universal access to modern energy services.
  • Doubling the rate of improvement in energy efficiency.
  • Doubling the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix.

• **Action Agenda:** *A global platform for existing and planned initiatives to reinforce one another.*

• **Commitments:** *Identify and mobilize action by all stakeholders in support of energy access, energy efficiency and renewable energy.*

• **Accountability frameworks:** *Progress is tracked in an open and transparent way.*
THE SECRETARY-GENERAL’S
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY FOR ALL INITIATIVE:
Timeline of Activities

High-level Group (HLG) meetings

- September: Initial meeting NYC
- November: Sherpa/Tech group meeting Vienna
- Jan/Feb: Principals meeting in Abu Dhabi, Scherpa/Tech group meeting Venue TBD
- March/April: Sherpa/Tech group meeting Rio de Janeiro

Action Agenda

- Task forces created
- SG Vision statement
- Action agenda launch
- Partnerships and commitments announcement

Implementation phase

Consultations and outreach

- Africa Energy Ministers meeting
- Energy for All Oslo
- COP17 Durban
- WEF Davos
- Delhi Sustainable Development Summit
- Bonn Food/Water/Energy Nexus
- World Future Energy Summit Abu Dhabi
- Rio+20
- UN General Assembly